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A summary of the Serbian reply, and of the Austrian
parallel comments which are here indicated by brackets,
follows.
'"Convinced that their reply will remove any misunder-
standing which may threaten to impair the good neighborly
relations" between the two countries, the Serbian Govern-
ment protest that at no time since their promises of 1909
have they or their agents attempted to change the politi-
cal and legal state of affairs created in Bosnia and Herze-
govina. [This was trying to shift the argument, since the
ultimatum did not maintain that the Serbian Government
or their official agents had attempted to change the situa-
tion created in 1909, but that in failing to suppress the
movement directed against Austria, they had not lived
up to their promise to adopt a friendly and neighborly
attitude].
The Serbian Government "cannot be held responsible
for manifestations of a private character, such as articles
in the press and the peaceable work of societies. . . . They
are prepared to hand over for trial any Serbian subject,
without regard to his situation or rank, of whose complicity
in the Sarajevo crime proofs shall be forthcoming." They
also agree to publish on the first page of the Journal
Offidel the declaration condemning all propaganda "which
may be" directed against Austria-Hungary, and regretting
that, "according to the communication from'the Imperial
and Royal Government," certain Serbian officers and func-
tionaries participated in the above-mentioned propaganda.
[In altering the declaration from the form demanded by
Austria, by the insertion of the quoted phrases, the Serbian
Government were insincere in implying that no such propa-
ganda existed, or that they were not aware of it].
Coming to the ten Austrian demands, the Serbian Gov-
ernment then undertook:
1. "To introduce at the first regular meeting of the

